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Abstract. Rapid loss estimation after potentially damag-
ing earthquakes is critical for effective emergency response
and public information. A methodology and software pack-
age, ELER-Earthquake Loss Estimation Routine, for rapid
estimation of earthquake shaking and losses throughout the
Euro-Mediterranean region was developed under the Joint
Research Activity-3 (JRA3) of the EC FP6 Project en-
titled “Network of Research Infrastructures for European
Seismology-NERIES”. Recently, a new version (v2.0) of
ELER software has been released. The multi-level methodol-
ogy developed is capable of incorporating regional variabil-
ity and uncertainty originating from ground motion predic-
tions, fault finiteness, site modifications, inventory of phys-
ical and social elements subjected to earthquake hazard and
the associated vulnerability relationships. Although primar-
ily intended for quasi real-time estimation of earthquake
shaking and losses, the routine is also equally capable of in-
corporating scenario-based earthquake loss assessments.

This paper introduces the urban earthquake loss assess-
ment module (Level 2) of the ELER software which makes
use of the most detailed inventory databases of physical and
social elements at risk in combination with the analytical vul-
nerability relationships and building damage-related casualty
vulnerability models for the estimation of building damage
and casualty distributions, respectively. Spectral capacity-
based loss assessment methodology and its vital components
are presented. The analysis methods of the Level 2 mod-
ule, i.e. Capacity Spectrum Method (ATC-40, 1996), Modi-
fied Acceleration-Displacement Response Spectrum Method
(FEMA 440, 2005), Reduction Factor Method (Fajfar, 2000)
and Coefficient Method (ASCE 41-06, 2006), are applied to
the selected building types for validation and verification pur-
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poses. The damage estimates are compared to the results
obtained from the other studies available in the literature,
i.e. SELENA v4.0 (Molina et al., 2008) and ATC-55 (Yang,
2005). An urban loss assessment exercise for a scenario
earthquake for the city of Istanbul is conducted and phys-
ical and social losses are presented. Damage to the urban
environment is compared to the results obtained from sim-
ilar software, i.e. KOERILoss (KOERI, 2002) and DBELA
(Crowley et al., 2004). The European rapid loss estimation
tool is expected to help enable effective emergency response,
on both local and global level, as well as public information.

1 Introduction

Earthquake shaking and loss information is ultimately in-
tended for dissemination in a timely manner to related agen-
cies for the planning and coordination of post-earthquake
emergency response. Earthquake losses might be assessed on
a regional and/or an urban scale. Regional estimates of dam-
age to built-environment and assessment of human losses
can be achieved using region-specific theoretical/empirical
vulnerability relationships in connection with regional in-
ventories of physical and social elements exposed to risk.
On an urban scale, more detailed inventories of elements
at risk are required to be used with analytical vulnerability
relationships for the estimation of earthquake losses. Grid
based (geo-coded) inventories of building stock and demo-
graphic data are needed for urban earthquake loss assess-
ment. For an urban level analysis, the data should, at min-
imum, include construction year, occupational type, con-
struction material type and number of floors for each build-
ing class as well as the number of people residing at each
geo-cell. Hence the sophistication and completeness level
of inventories of elements at risk will determine the level of
analysis that to be used in loss estimation. Comprehensive
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evaluation of methodologies for rapid earthquake loss as-
sessment as well as information about currently operating
near-real-time global and local loss estimation tools can be
found in Erdik et al. (2011). The present paper addresses
spectral capacity-based loss estimation methodology for the
assessment of earthquake losses in urban areas and its im-
plementation in ELER software supported by some valida-
tion/verification studies.

The Joint Research Activity 3 (JRA3) of the EC FP6
Project NERIES (http://www.neries-eu.org/; Giardini et al.
2008) aimed at establishing rapid estimation of earthquake
damages, casualties, shelters and food requirements through-
out the Euro-Med Region. Within the scope of this ac-
tivity, a rapid loss estimation tool, ELER Software (Erdik
et al., 2008a, 2010; Hancilar et al., 2009; Sesetyan et
al., 2009), was developed with researchers from Bogazici
University-Kandilli Observatory and Earthquake Research
Institute (KOERI), Imperial College (IC), NORSAR and
Euro-Mediterranean Seismological Centre (EMSC). The
ELER software incorporates both regional- and urban-scale
almost real-time estimation of losses after a major earth-
quake in the Euro-Med region. The software package com-
prises a Hazard module and three loss estimation modules:
Level 0, Level 1 and Level 2. The Hazard module basi-
cally produces earthquake shake maps in terms of selected
ground motion parameters such as peak ground accelera-
tion (PGA), peak ground velocity (PGV) and spectral ac-
celeration (Sa), through region-specific ground motion pre-
diction equations (GMPE). The shake mapping methodol-
ogy is similar to the USGS Shake Map (Wald et al., 2005).
For site-specific analysis, the Hazard module utilizes shear
wave propagation velocity (e.g. average shear wave propa-
gation velocity in 30 m depth of the medium, Vs−30) dis-
tributions obtained from regional geology (Quaternary, Ter-
tiary, Mesozoic (QTM) maps) or slope-based Vs−30 maps
(Allen and Wald, 2007). Following the estimation of the spa-
tial distribution of selected ground motion parameters, earth-
quake losses (damage, casualty and economic) can be esti-
mated at different levels of sophistication, namely Level 0,
1 and 2, based on the availability of building inventory and
demographic data (Demircioglu et al., 2009). The Level 0
module provides estimates of the number of casualties and
their geographic distribution, either using regionally ad-
justed intensity-casualty or magnitude-casualty correlations
and population distributions. The Level 1 module calculates
regional estimates of building damage and casualty distri-
butions based on the EMS98 (Grünthal, 1998) building vul-
nerability relationships and regional building inventory data
bases and population distributions. Level 2 type analysis
corresponds to a higher sophistication level in loss estima-
tion methodology, in which the building damage and casualty
distributions are obtained using analytical vulnerability rela-
tionships and building damage-related casualty vulnerability
models, respectively. The Level 2 module of ELER (similar
to HAZUS, 1999 and HAZUS-MH, 2003) essentially aims

at assessing the earthquake risk (building damage, conse-
quential human casualties and macroeconomic loss quanti-
fiers) in urban areas. Spectral capacity-based vulnerability
assessment methodology is utilized for building damage es-
timations. The following methods can be chosen for the cal-
culation of performance point: Capacity Spectrum Method
(ATC-40, 1996), Modified Acceleration-Displacement Re-
sponse Spectrum Method (FEMA 440, 2005), Reduction
Factor Method (Fajfar, 2000), Coefficient Method (ASCE
41-06, 2006). The inventory data for the elements at risk
consist of grid (geo-cell) -based urban building and demo-
graphic inventories. For building grouping, the European
building taxonomy developed by Lagomarsino and Giov-
inazzi (2006) within the EC FP5 RISK-UE project and model
building types of HAZUS-MH (2003) is used. The software
database not only includes building capacity and analytical
fragility parameters for both building taxonomies, but the
user also has the capability of defining custom capacity and
fragility curves using the Building Database Creator (BDC)
tool. Having calculated the damaged buildings by one of the
above mentioned methods, casualties are estimated based on
the number of buildings in different damage states and the
casualty rates for each building type and damage level.

The ELER software provides a robust loss estimation
methodology by making use of several well-tested methods
known worldwide. Since it has been intended in its design
process to develop a comprehensive tool for the estimation of
earthquake losses, ELER starts to work by producing shaking
maps that display the spatial distribution of selected ground
motion intensity measures through region-specific GMPEs
with appropriate site response modifications. It enables the
user to assess damages to built-environment as well as es-
timate human casualties by directly incorporating the com-
puted ground motion and by dealing with methodologies
such as regionally adjusted intensity-casualty or magnitude-
casualty correlations and intensity-based empirical vulnera-
bility or spectral displacement-based analytical vulnerabil-
ity relationships, which are at different levels of sophistica-
tion that commensurate with the availability of input data.
The ELER software has also a few key noteworthy features
within its IT capabilities. The software package coded and
compiled in MATLAB environment is easy to install and to
use in different operating systems such as Windows (x64),
Linux (x86-64), Mac OS X, Solaris 64. All the analyses and
calculations are performed by the computational and statisti-
cal toolboxes of MATLAB. However, the user does not need
to have a MATLAB license to execute the analysis since the
program works as a stand-alone tool. ELER has a graphi-
cal user interface (GUI) to input the data and to present the
output. It also works from the command line interface which
can be used for automated, scheduled or event triggered runs.
The output is represented as damage and casualty maps and
the results can be exported to popular GIS platforms for fur-
ther elaboration and illustration purposes. Snapshots of the
main screens of ELER’s GUI are presented in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 1. Snapshots of the main screens of ELER’s GUI.

The European rapid loss estimation tool is expected to
help enable effective emergency response, on both local and
global levels, as well as enabling public information. It has
been selected for testing and utilisation in the implementa-
tion of the open-source global risk engine for GEM (Global
Earthquake Model). The Level 2 module was used for the
loss assessment case study of Los Angeles city (Crowley et
al., 2010). ELER will also be used in the city scenario appli-
cations for selected cities such as Tehran, Karachi and Yere-
van within the EMME (Earthquake Model of the Middle East
Region) project. A new version of the software, ELER v3.0,
is under development and it will contain two new modules.
The economic loss module (Level 1 and Level 2) will esti-
mate financial losses by translating the physical damage into
total monetary loss using user-defined loss ratios and local
estimates of building replacement costs. The pipeline dam-
age module will estimate damages to urban pipeline systems
such as potable water, wastewater and natural gas lines based
on empirical correlations that relate the repair rates to the
PGV distributions. The upcoming version will also enable
the user to upload custom GMPEs.

In the present paper, spectral capacity-based loss estima-
tion methodology for the assessment of earthquake losses in
urban areas is addressed. Comprehensive information on the
capacity spectrum-based building damage estimation meth-
ods as well as their implementation in ELER are provided
in Sect. 2. Assessment of casualties is covered in Sect. 3.
Section 4 is dedicated to example applications and a case
study exercise by the ELER software. The reader is referred
to Erdik et al. (2010) for further information on the Hazard,
Level 0 and Level 1 modules of ELER and for applications
not only under scenario events but also for loss estimations
and comparisons with actual observations for past and recent
earthquakes, such as the 1999 Kocaeli-Turkey Earthquake,
the 1999 Athens-Greece Earthquake and the 2009 L’Aquila-
Italy Earthquake.

2 Spectral capacity-based vulnerability and damage
assessment methodology

Vulnerability is defined as the degree of loss to a given el-
ement at risk or a set of such elements, resulting from the
occurrence of a hazard. Vulnerability functions (or fragility
curves) of an element at risk represent the probability that
its response to earthquake excitation exceeds its various per-
formance limit states based on physical and socio-economic
considerations. For a population of buildings exposed to
earthquake hazard, the vulnerability relationships relates the
probability of exceedance of multiple damage limit states
(or being in certain damage states) to given measures of the
ground motion severity. The generic procedures used for de-
veloping earthquake vulnerabilities can be grouped as em-
pirical (or observational) and analytical (or predicted). Com-
bination of both empirical and analytical estimates might be
considered as expert judgment (Erdik et al., 2008b, 2011).
Analytical (or predicted) vulnerability refers to the assess-
ment of expected performance of buildings based on calcu-
lation and building characteristics. The analytical method is
applicable essentially to engineered buildings, whose earth-
quake performance can be analytically estimated. An an-
alytical method or estimating seismic vulnerability using
nonlinear pseudo-static structural analysis is described by
Kircher et al. (1997), in which the lateral force versus lat-
eral displacement curve of building structure, idealized as
an equivalent nonlinear, single degree of freedom (SDOF)
system, is obtained. This curve is transformed to the spec-
tral displacement-spectral acceleration space to obtain the
so-called capacity spectrum. Building capacity spectra vary
between different buildings, reflecting structural types, local
construction practices, and building code regulations.

The so-called Capacity Spectrum Method (ATC-40, 1996
and HAZUS, 1999), developed for the analytical assess-
ment of structural vulnerabilities, evaluates the seismic per-
formance of structures (represented by equivalent single-
degree-of-freedom, SDOF, models) by comparing their
structural capacity and the seismic demand curves drawn in
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Fig. 3. Selection of response spectral shape for the calculation of
seismic demand spectrum.

spectral acceleration (Sa) versus spectral displacement (Sd)
coordinates (hence the terminology: capacity spectrum and
demand spectrum). The key to this method is the reduction
of 5%-damped elastic response spectra of the ground mo-
tion (in Sa–Sd or the so-called ADRS format) in order to take
into account the inelastic behaviour of the structure under
consideration. The performance of the building structure to
earthquake ground shaking is then identified by the so-called
“performance point” located at the intersection of the capac-
ity spectrum of the equivalent non-linear single-degree-of-
freedom system and the earthquake demand spectrum. After
estimation of the performance point, the damage is estimated
through the use of fragility curves. Fragility curves calculate
the probability of being equal or exceeding a damage state
assuming log-normal distribution of damage.

A schematic description of the methodology is provided
in Fig. 2. The inelastic acceleration-displacement spectrum
for the ground motion (seismic demand spectrum) is super-
imposed on the capacity of a building (capacity spectrum)
and the fragility relationship. The probability distributions,
drawn over both the capacity and demand curves, indicate
the associated uncertainty and randomness of performance.
The intersection of these spectra gives the expected level of
performance (performance point). As it can be seen from
Fig. 2 there is a substantial uncertainty of the location of the
performance point and the fragility curves should be able to
characterize this probabilistic nature of the problem.

The capacity spectrum method is an approximate heuris-
tic method which essentially assumes that a complex non-
linear multi-degree-of-freedom system such as a multi-story
building undergoing severe plastic deformations during an
earthquake can be modelled as an equivalent single degree
of freedom system with an appropriate level of inelasticity.
The advantage of the method is its simplicity, that is, no time
history analysis is needed to be performed.

The main elements of the spectral capacity-based loss as-
sessment methodology can be summarized as follows:

– Earthquake demand representation: demand spectrum

– Structural system representation: building capacity
spectrum

– Structural response assessment: performance point

– Representation of the damage probability: fragility
curves

2.1 Representation of earthquake demand

Following the estimation of the spatial distribution of se-
lected ground motion parameters, i.e. peak ground accelera-
tion (PGA) and/or spectral accelerations (Sa), by the Hazard
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Fig. 4. Shape of the horizontal elastic response spectrum by EC8.

module, earthquake demand is represented by 5%-damped
elastic response spectrum. ELER provides two options for
the construction of response spectral shape (Fig. 3):

1. EuroCode 8 (EC8) Spectrum

2. International Building Code (IBC 2006) Spectrum

2.1.1 EuroCode 8 (EC8) Elastic Acceleration Spectrum

EC8 suggests two types of elastic acceleration response spec-
tra for horizontal components of the ground motion: Type 1
and Type 2. The shape of the elastic response spectrum is the
same for the two levels of seismic action (Fig. 4).

If the earthquakes contributing most to the seismic hazard
defined for the site for the purpose of probabilistic hazard as-
sessment has a surface-wave magnitude,Ms, not greater than
5.5, it is recommended to adopt the Type 2 spectrum. The
Type 1 spectrum is used for earthquakes with a magnitude
greater than 5.5.

The horizontal elastic response spectrum is defined by:

ag: design ground acceleration on type A ground

TB, TC: the periods that limit the constant spectral ac-
celeration region

TD: the period that defines the beginning of the constant
displacement range of the spectrum

S: soil factor

η: damping correction factor

The values ofTB, TC, TD andS for each ground type and
type (shape) of spectrum to be used as well as the damping
corrections for different levels of damping are given by EC8
and are already implemented in ELER.
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Fig. 5. Shape of the horizontal elastic response spectrum by IBC
2006.

2.1.2 International Building Code (IBC 2006) elastic
acceleration spectrum

IBC 2006 provides a general horizontal elastic acceleration
response spectrum as depicted in Fig. 5. The response spec-
tral shape is defined by:

SS, S1: spectral accelerations at short period and 1 s pe-
riod, respectively

SDS, SD1: short period and 1-s period design response
spectral accelerations adjusted for the specified site
class and damping value

T0,TS: corner periods of the constant spectral accelera-
tion region given byT0=0.2TS andTS =SD1/SDS

TL : long-period transition period. It is a regional-
dependent parameter and it is assumed thatTL=5 s in
ELER.

The recommended values for the site and damping correc-
tions are given in IBC 2006 and NEHRP 2003 Provisions.
They have already been implemented in ELER.

2.1.3 Seismic demand spectrum

For utilization in capacity spectrum-based vulnerability anal-
ysis, the elastic 5%-damped response spectrum (in spectral
acceleration versus period format,Sae, T ) is converted into
the spectral acceleration (Sae) versus spectral displacement
(Sde), the so-called ADRS (acceleration-displacement re-
sponse spectrum) format, through use of the following trans-
formation:

Sde=

(
T 2

4π2

)
Sae (1)

Figure 6 illustrates standardized spectrum shape plotted in
ADRS format.
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Fig. 6. Standardized seismic demand spectrum plotted in ADRS
format (TA , TC andTD show the characteristic periods.Saesand
Sae1 respectively indicate the short period and 1 s period spectral
(elastic) accelerations).

2.2 Building damage assessment

2.2.1 Building inventory and classification

A building inventory is a catalogue of buildings in each class
of the assumed classification system. The definition of a
classification system for the characterization of the exposed
building stock and the description of its damage is an essen-
tial step in a risk analysis in order to ensure a uniform inter-
pretation of data and results. For a general building stock,
the following parameters affect the damage and loss charac-
teristics: structural (system, height, and building practices),
non-structural elements and occupancy (such as residential,
commercial, and governmental).

HAZUS (1999) and RISK-UE building taxonomies are
the classification systems envisaged in the development of
ELER (Fig. 7). In fact, ELER is structured in such a way
that a building inventory can be classified in terms of any
classification system as long as the analytical vulnerability
relations and capacity curves associated with each building
type is defined by the user. The user has the capability
of defining custom capacity and fragility curves by Build-
ing Database Creator tool. In HAZUS (1999) the general
building inventory includes residential, commercial, indus-
trial, agricultural, religious, governmental, and educational
buildings. HAZUS (1999) envisages a classification by the
height of the structure (three classes are distinguished de-
pending on the number of floors), in addition to a further
classification of each structural system by the design level
(four code levels: High-Code, Moderate-Code, Low-Code,
Pre-Code). An exception is made for Steel Frame with Unre-
inforced Masonry Infill Walls and Concrete Frame with Un-
reinforced Masonry Infill Walls for which Moderate Code
is not considered and for Unreinforced Masonry Bearing
Walls for which High Code is not present. A comprehen-
sive building type classification for Europe that incorporated
the characteristic features of the European building taxon-
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Fig. 7. Default building taxonomies provided by ELER: European
building taxonomy, HAZUS model building classes and Istanbul
building classes created by Building Database Creator tool.

omy, was developed in the European Commission- funded
RISK-UE project (RISK-UE, 2001–2004) entitled “An Ad-
vanced Approach to Earthquake Risk Scenarios with Appli-
cation to Different European Towns”. The European building
classification proposed in Giovinazzi (2005) based on RISK-
UE project is utilized in ELER. The classification includes
a basic division, similar to HAZUS’ classification, in terms
of construction type and number of floors. Masonry build-
ing classes cover a wide range of masonry construction en-
countered in Europe, such as rubble stone, adobe, simple
stone, massive stone, unreinforced masonry and reinforced
masonry. Reinforced concrete buildings are grouped as non-
designed and code-designed buildings. Code-designed rein-
forced concrete buildings are further sub-divided in terms of
the ductility of lateral load carrying systems, i.e. low, moder-
ate and high ductility.

In ELER structure, the building inventory should be asso-
ciated with geographical coordinates in order to perform a
loss-estimation study resulting from the ground motion gen-
erated by a specific earthquake, or obtained from a hazard
study.

2.2.2 Representation of building capacity

A building capacity curve is the plot of the building’s lateral
load resistance as a function of a characteristic lateral dis-
placement and quantifies the inelastic structural capacity of
the structure. Capacity spectrum can be approximated from
a “pushover” analysis in which monotonically increasing lat-
eral loads are applied to the structure and the characteris-
tic deformations (usually roof level displacement) are plot-
ted against the lateral load. The capacity spectrum-based
vulnerability analysis requires that the pushover curve of
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Fig. 8. Typical structural capacity spectrum and its simplified form
(solid curve).

the MDOF system, quantified by the base shear (V ) and
the top floor displacement (D), be converted to the ca-
pacity spectrum of the equivalent single-degree-of-freedom
(SDOF) system quantified by the spectral acceleration (Sa)

and spectral displacement (Sd) for direct comparison with
the associated demand spectrum.

For each building type the capacity spectrum has an initial
linear section where the slope depends on the typical natural
frequency of vibration of the building class, and rises to a
plateau level of spectral acceleration at which the maximum
attainable resistance to static lateral force has been reached.
As an example, a capacity spectrum is shown in Fig. 8. As
can be seen, the capacity spectrum is controlled by the points
of design, yield and ultimate capacities. These points can be
correlated with the damage limit states.

For the building taxonomies, RISK-UE building typolo-
gies and model building types of HAZUS’99, the capac-
ity curve parameters as described above are provided in the
ELER database.

2.3 Calculation of performance point

Nonlinear Static Procedures are widely used to estimate the
performance point (target displacement). The commonly
used ones are: the Capacity Spectrum Method specified
in ATC-40 (1996), its recently modified and improved ver-
sion Modified Acceleration-Displacement Response Spec-
trum Method (FEMA-440) and the Coefficient Method orig-
inally incorporated in FEMA-356 (2000).

The Capacity Spectrum Method is a form of equivalent lin-
earization that uses empirically derived relationships for the
effective period and damping to estimate the response of an
equivalent linear SDOF model. The Modified Acceleration-
Displacement Response Spectrum Method differs basically
from the Capacity Spectrum Method in the reduction of the

elastic demand curve. The basic assumption of the equivalent
linearization is that the maximum displacement of a nonlin-
ear SDOF system can be estimated from the maximum dis-
placement of a linear elastic SDOF system having a period
and a damping ratio larger than those of the initial values for
the nonlinear system. The elastic SDOF system used to es-
timate the maximum inelastic displacement of the nonlinear
system is usually referred to as the equivalent or substitute
system. Similarly, the period of vibration and damping ratio
of the elastic system are commonly referred to as equiva-
lent period and equivalent damping ratio, respectively. The
equivalent period is computed from the initial period of vi-
bration of the nonlinear system and from the maximum dis-
placement ductility ratio,µ. On the other hand, the equiv-
alent damping ratio is computed as a function of damping
ratio in the nonlinear system and the displacement ductility
ratio.

The Coefficient Method is essentially a spectral displace-
ment modification procedure in which several empirically
derived factors are used to modify the response of a linearly-
elastic equivalent SDOF model of the building structure.

Another nonlinear static procedure is the so-called “N2”
method (Fajfar, 2000) in which the inelastic demand spec-
tra is obtained from standardized (code-based) elastic design
spectra using ductility factor-based reduction factors. The
“N2” method (herein called the Reduction Factor Method)
has been implemented in the so-called “Mechanical-Based
Method” of vulnerability analysis (Lagomarsino and Giov-
inazzi, 2006) in the RISK-UE (2001–2004) project.

All four of these methodologies require development of a
pushover curve (capacity spectrum for the equivalent SDOF
system) to provide the relationship between the base shear
and lateral displacement of a control node (usually located
at roof level). They differ mainly in the computation of the
demand spectrum and the performance point. Calculation of
the performance point by each method is explained in the
forthcoming sections.

2.3.1 Capacity Spectrum Method – CSM

The Capacity Spectrum Method (CSM) utilizes the equiva-
lent linearization for the estimation of the performance point,
which is the intersection of the building capacity spectrum
with the demand response spectrum reduced for nonlinear
effects. The performance point represents the condition for
which the seismic capacity of the structure is equal to the
seismic demand imposed on the structure by the given level
of ground shaking (ATC-40).

To account for the increased hysteretic damping as the
building shifts from elastic into inelastic response, the spec-
tral reduction factors in terms of effective damping are in-
troduced. The effective damping (essentially the equivalent
damping,βeq) can be calculated as a function of the capac-
ity curve, the estimated displacement demand and the result-
ing hysteresis loop. For more realistic approximation of the
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Fig. 9. MATLAB solution representation for CSM.

hysteretic energy dissipated by the structure, the effective
viscous damping (βeff) concept is utilized with the consid-
eration of a damping modification factor (κ). The effective
damping is defined by ATC-40 as:

βeff = κβ0+5=
63.7κ(aydpi −dyapi)

apidpi
+5 (2)

whereβ0 is the hysteretic damping and “5” stands for the
5% viscous damping inherent in the structure (assumed to be
constant).

Theκ-factor is related to the structural behaviour and the
earthquake duration. ATC-40 provides three categories of
structural behaviour: Type A – stable, reasonably full hys-
teresis loops, Type B – moderately reduced hysteretic be-
haviour and Type C – poor hysteretic behaviour. Based on
the evaluation of the building’s seismic resisting system and
the earthquake duration, the structural behaviour types and
the variation ofκ values are provided in tabular forms in
ATC-40.

To obtain the reduced demand spectrum ATC-40 applies
the following spectral reduction factors:

SRA =
3.21−0.68ln(βeff)

2.12
(3)

SRV =
2.31−0.41ln(βeff)

1.65
(4)

SRA and SRV are, respectively, applied to the constant accel-
eration and the constant velocity regions of the 5%-damped
elastic demand spectrum.

For the determination of the performance point, two crite-
ria need to be satisfied: (1) the point must lie on the capacity
spectrum to represent the structure at a given displacement
and (2) the point must lie on a reduced demand spectrum that
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Fig. 10. Modified acceleration-displacement response spectrum
(MADRS) for use with secant period (taken from FEMA-440).

represents the nonlinear demand at the same structural dis-
placement. In order to achieve this, three iterative procedures
based on trial and error search are suggested in ATC-40. The
so-called Procedure A is utilized in the implementation of
the CSM herein. In Procedure A, a trial performance point
(api, dpi), is selected; then the bilinear capacity spectrum and
the reduced demand spectrum are drawn on the same plot. It
is then determined whether the demand spectrum intersects
the capacity spectrum at the point (api, dpi) or if the displace-
ment at which the demand spectrum intersects the capacity
spectrum,di , is within acceptable tolerance ofdpi.

Figure 9 illustrates the determination of the performance
point based on the Procedure A by Level 2 module.

2.3.2 Modified Acceleration-Displacement Response
Spectrum Method – MADRS

The CSM rests on the idea of reducing the elastic accel-
eration spectrum with an equivalent viscous damping of a
linear single-degree-of-freedom (SDOF) system represented
by its secant stiffness at maximum displacement. There
has been a debate on whether the empirically defined spec-
trum reduction factors are representative of the inelastic be-
haviour of the equivalent SDOF system since the inception of
the method. The method has been improved in FEMA-440
(2005) through the introduction of the so-called Modified
Acceleration-Displacement Response Spectrum (MADRS)
method. The MADRS method estimates the maximum dis-
placement response of the nonlinear system with an equiva-
lent linear system using the effective period (Teff) and effec-
tive damping (βeff).the effective linear parameters are func-
tions of the capacity spectrum, the corresponding initial pe-
riod and damping, and the ductility demand (µ).

The use of effective period and damping generates a maxi-
mum displacement that coincides with the intersection of the
radial effective period line and the ADRS demand. The in-
tersection point is presented by theamax anddmax (Fig. 10).

Nat. Hazards Earth Syst. Sci., 10, 2677–2696, 2010 www.nat-hazards-earth-syst-sci.net/10/2677/2010/
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Figure 11. MATLAB solution representation for MADRS 2 
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Figure 12.  Reduction Factor and the Demand Spectrum (Modified after Fajfar, 2000) 5 
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Figure 13. Performance point for Te < TC (Modified after Fajfar, 2000) 8 

Fig. 11. MATLAB solution representation for MADRS.

The modified ADRS demand curve (MADRS) is ob-
tained by multiplying the values of the ADRS demand
corresponding to the effective damping,βeff, by the modi-
fication factorM, as given in FEMA-440 document:

M =
amax

aeff
=

(
Teff

Ts

)2

=

(
Teff

T0

)2(
T0

Ts

)2

(5)

where(
T0

Ts

)2

=
1+α(µ−1)

µ
(6)

α is the post-elastic stiffness andµ is the ductility demand
and given by:

α =

(
api−ay
dpi−dy

)
ay
dy

(7)

µ =
dpi

dy
(8)

Similar to the CSM, spectral reduction factors are applied
to obtain reduced demand spectra for the appropriate level of
effective damping,βeff. In the MADRS method, these factors
are termed damping coefficients,B(βeff), and used to adjust
spectral acceleration ordinates given as follow:

(Sa)β =
(Sa)0

B(βeff)
(9)

B =
4

5.6− lnβeff(in %)
(10)

FEMA-440 considers three different types of inelastic be-
haviour which are used as the equivalent counterparts to sim-
ulate the maximum response of an actual inelastic system:

BLH – bilinear hysteretic, STDG – stiffness degrading and
STRDG – strength degrading model. For the implementa-
tion of the equivalent linearization in the MADRS method,
the user has the choice of one of the hysteretic models or the
approximate equations for the calculation of equivalent linear
parameters, the effective damping (βeff) and effective period
(Teff). However, FEMA-440 indicates that the results are an
estimate of median response and imply no factor of safety
for structures that may exhibit poor performance and/or large
uncertainty in behaviour. The effective parameters for equiv-
alent linearization are functions of ductility. Since ductility
(the ratio of maximum displacement to yield displacement)
is the object of the analysis, the solution must be found using
iterative or graphical techniques. FEMA-440 suggests three
procedures for the determination of the performance point al-
though it should be noted that these procedures may not be
reliable for extremely high ductilities (e.g., greater than 10
to 12). The so-called Procedure C is utilized in the imple-
mentation of the MADRS method herein since its iterative
procedure takes relatively lesser time. It uses the modified
acceleration-response spectrum for multiple assumed solu-
tions (api, dpi) and the corresponding ductilities to generate
a locus of possible performance points. The actual perfor-
mance point is located at the intersection of this locus and
the capacity spectrum (Fig. 11).

2.3.3 Reduction Factor Method – RFM

The Reduction Factor Method (RFM) utilizes the constant-
ductility inelastic response spectra obtained through applica-
tion of a reduction factorRµ to the elastic response spectra
in order to account the inelastic behaviour (Fajfar, 2000).

For an inelastic single-degree-of-freedom system with a
bi-linear force-deformation relationship, the inelastic spec-
tral acceleration (Sai) and the inelastic spectral displacement
(Sdi) can be determined as:

Sai = Sae/Rµ (11)

Sdi =
µ

Rµ

Sde=
µ

Rµ

T 2

4π2
Sae= µ

T 2

4π2
Sai (12)

whereµ is the ductility factor defined as the ratio between
maximum displacement and yield displacement andRµ is
the reduction factor (Fig. 12) given by:

for Te< TC,Rµ = (µ−1)
Te

TC
+1 and Sdi =

µ

Rµ

Sde (13)

for Te≥ TC,Rµ = µ and Sdi = Sde (14)

whereTe is the elastic period of the SDOF system andTC is
the characteristic period of the ground motion.

The performance pointSdp (in terms of the spectral dis-
placement) can be defined as functions of the structural ca-
pacity curve (Te, Say andµ) and seismic demand curve (Sae,
TC, TD, µ).

www.nat-hazards-earth-syst-sci.net/10/2677/2010/ Nat. Hazards Earth Syst. Sci., 10, 2677–2696, 2010
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Figure 13. Performance point for Te < TC (Modified after Fajfar, 2000) 8 

Fig. 12. Reduction factor and the demand spectrum (modified after Fajfar, 2000).
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Figure 13. Performance point for Te < TC (Modified after Fajfar, 2000) 8 Fig. 13. Performance point forTe < TC (Modified after Fajfar,
2000).

For cases where the elastic periodTe is less thanTC and
Sae>Say (Fig. 13), through the use of Eqs. (14) and (15) the
performance point can be given as:

Sdp= µSdy =
Sde(Te)

Rµ

(
1+(Rµ −1)

Tc

Te

)
(15)

where

Rµ = (µ−1)
Te

TC
+1 andµ = (Rµ −1)

TC

Te
+1 (16)

Using Eq. (16) and from Fig. 14, it can be assessed that for
cases whereTe is betweenTC andTD andSae>Say the per-
formance point is equal to the elastic spectral demand.

Sdp= Sde(Te) (17)

Rµ =
Sae(Te)

Say
= µ (18)

For cases whereTe is greater thatTD andSae>Say the per-
formance point will be equal to the constant elastic spectral
displacement level and can be given as:

Sdp= Sde(TD) =
Sae(TD)T 2

D

4π2
(19)
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Figure 14. Performance point for Te ≥ TC (Modified after Fajfar, 2000) 2 
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Figure 15. MATLAB solution representation for RFM 5 
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Fig. 14. Performance point forTe ≥TC (Modified after Fajfar,
2000).

whereTD is the period that defines the beginning of the con-
stant spectral displacement range.

ForSay>Saeand for all positions ofTe (with respect toTC
andTD) the performance point can be given as:

Sdp= Sde(Te) (20)

The Reduction Factor Method has been utilized by Lago-
marsino and Giovinazzi (2006) in the derivation of the
fragility and capacity curves for the RISK-UE building ty-
pologies. Those fragility and capacity curve parameters are
proposed for the European building taxonomy in the ELER
database.

2.3.4 Coefficient Method – CM

The Coefficient Method (CM), presented as a nonlinear
static analysis procedure in FEMA-356 (2000) and FEMA-
273 (1997) essentially modifies the linear elastic response of
the equivalent SDOF system by multiplying it by a series co-
efficients to generate an estimate of the target displacement
(performance point). The coefficient method has been criti-
cally evaluated in FEMA-440 (2005) and the results reflected
in ASCE/SEI 41-06 (2007).

Nat. Hazards Earth Syst. Sci., 10, 2677–2696, 2010 www.nat-hazards-earth-syst-sci.net/10/2677/2010/
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Figure 14. Performance point for Te ≥ TC (Modified after Fajfar, 2000) 2 
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Figure 15. MATLAB solution representation for RFM 5 
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Fig. 15. MATLAB solution representation for RFM.
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Figure 16. MATLAB solution representation for CM 2 
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Figure 17. Example fragility curves for four damage levels 5 
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Fig. 16. MATLAB solution representation for CM.

Using this method, the inelastic spectral displacement de-
mand (the performance point,Sdp) is obtained through mul-
tiplying the elastic spectral displacement (Sde) by theC0, C1
andC2 coefficients.

Sdp= C0C1C2Sde (21)

The elastic spectral displacement is computed at the funda-
mental period (Te) of the equivalent SDOF system.

C0 is the modification factor that relates the spectral dis-
placement of the equivalent SDOF system to the roof dis-
placement of the building’s MDOF structural system.C0 is
equal to the first mode participation factor at the roof level
(C0 = 0 of Eq. (48) if the amplitude of the mode at the roof
level is set to unity). Table 3.2 of ASCE/SEI 41-06 (2007)
provides tabulated values ofC0 for general building types.

Table 1. Values for the C0 coefficient with respect to number of
stories.

C0 Number
of stories

1 1
1.2 2
1.3 3
1.4 5
1.5 > 0

Table 2. Values for the factor a with respect to NEHRP site classi-
fication.

NEHRP Site Class a

A and B 130
C 90
D, E and F 60

C0 increases with number of floors and varies between 1 and
1.5 (Table 1).

TheC1 coefficient, defined as the modification factor to re-
late expected maximum inelastic displacements to displace-
ments calculated for linear elastic response, is given by
(ASCE/SEI 41-06, 2007):

C1 = 1+(Ry −1)/(aT 2
eff) (22)

for Teff ≤ 0.2 s, C1 ≤ C1(Teff = 0.2 s) (23)

for Teff ≥ 1 s, C1= 1.0 (24)

whereTeff is the effective fundamental period of the build-
ing computed by modifying the fundamental mode vibration
period (Te, obtained from linearly elastic dynamic analysis)
by:

Teff = Te

√
Ki

Keff
(25)

whereKi is the elastic stiffness of the building andKeff is the
effective stiffness of the building obtained by idealizing the
pushover curve as a bilinear relationship. In the application
of Coefficient Method herein, it is assumed thatTeff is equal
to Te.

Ry represents the ratio of elastic strength demand to yield
strength:

Ry=
Sae(Teff)

Say
(26)

whereSae(Teff) represents the elastic spectral acceleration
at the effective fundamental period of the structure andSay
refers to the yield spectral acceleration.
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The factor “a” in Eq. (22) is called the site class factor as
given in Table 2:

The C2 coefficient represents the modification factor for
the effect of pinched hysteresis shape, cyclic stiffness degra-
dation and strength deterioration (ASCE/SEI 41-06, 2007):

C2 = 1+
1

800

(
Ry −1

Teff

)2

(27)

for Teff ≥ 0.7 s,C2 = 1.0 (28)

When comparing the Coefficient Method with the other three
methods of Level 2 analysis, the user might expect differ-
ences to some degree in damage estimations. Whereas the
first three methods rely on more complicated procedures,
e.g. equivalent linearization, reduction of the demand spectra
and the iterative procedures for estimating the performance
point, the Coefficient Method modifies the elastic spectral
displacement by multiplying some coefficients to obtain the
performance point.

2.4 Fragility functions and calculation of
damage probability

The conditional probability of damage being in or exceed-
ing a particular damage statek (or Dk) for a given spectral
displacement level (performance point,Sdp) is given by the
following relationship:

P
[
Damage≥ Dk|Sdp

]
= 8

[
(1/βk)ln(Sdp/S̄d,k)

]
(29)

where8 is the standard normal (Gaussian) complementary
cumulative function,Sdp is the inelastic spectral displace-
ment demand (performance point),S̄d,k is the median spec-
tral displacement at which the structure reaches the threshold
of the damage state (k) andβk is the standard deviation of the
natural logarithm of theSd,k.

The spectral displacementSd,k that defines the threshold
of a particular damage state(k) is assumed to be given by:

Sd,k = S̄d,kεk (30)

whereS̄d,k is the median value andεk is the log-normal vari-
able with a unit median value and a normalized compos-
ite log-normal standard deviationβk, that incorporates as-
pects of uncertainty and randomness for both capacity and
demand.

The application of the spectral capacity-based vulnerabil-
ity assessment requires the provision ofS̄d,k andβk values
for different model building types and the damage states are
needed for the assessment of damage predictions to build-
ings, casualties and socio-economic losses due to structural
damage. Slight, Moderate, Extensive and Complete damage
states for each building model types of HAZUS (1999) as
well as for the European building taxonomy are adopted in
the Level 2 analysis.

2.4.1 Building damage state probability

HAZUS (1999) and Kircher et al. (1997) provide the median
values of the threshold spectral displacements (S̄d,k) at the
damage statek as:

S̄d,k = δkα2H (31)

where,δk is the drift ratio at the threshold of the damage state
k, α2 is the fraction of the building (roof) height at the loca-
tion of the pushover mode displacement andH is the typical
roof level height of the building type considered. HAZUS-
MH (2003) providesα2 andH values for different building
types. Theδk and values are provided as a function of the
seismic design level and damage state for different building
types.

For the European building taxonomy, Lagomarsino and
Giovinazzi (2006) identify the following damage limit states
(damage state thresholds) on the capacity curve:

S̄d,1 = 0.7Sdy (32)

S̄d,2 = 1.5Sdy (33)

S̄d,3 = 0.5(Sdy+Sdu) (34)

S̄d,4 = Sdu (35)

whereS̄d,k (k=1, 2, 3, 4) identify the median value of the
damage state threshold spectral displacements. Four dam-
age levels (Dk, k=1, 2, 3, 4) are associated with these dam-
age limit states: Slight-D1(Slight in EMS98), Moderate-D2
(Moderate in EMS98), Extensive-D3 (Heavy in EMS98) and
Complete-D4 (Very heavy + Destruction in EMS98).

The log-normal standard deviationβk which describes the
total variability of the fragility curve damage states, has been
modelled (Kircher et al., 1997) by the variability of the ca-
pacity curve (βC), demand spectrum (βD) and of the damage
state threshold (βT ,k). Each of these variabilities is repre-
sented by the log-normal standard deviation parameter.

βk =

√
(CONV[βC,βD])2+(βT ,k)2 (36)

where “CONV” represents the convolution of respective
probability distributions. The following general values are
provided in HAZUS (1999):

βC = 0.25 (for code buildings andβC = 0.30 for pre-code
buildings)

βD = 0.45 (at short periods andβD = 0.50 at long periods)
βT ,k = 0.4 (for all building types and damage states)
HAZUS-MH (2003) provides tables ofβk for low-, mid-

and high-rise with differentκ, βT ,k andβC ranges.
For the European building taxonomy, Lagomarsino and

Giovinazzi (2006) express the total variability,βk, as:

βk =

√
β2

C+β2
D +β2

T ,k (37)
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Table 3. Description of injury severity levels.

Injury severity Injury description

Level 1 Injuries requiring basic medical aid
without requiring hospitalization

Level 2 Injuries requiring medical care and hospitalization,
but not expected to progress into a life threatening status

Level 3 Injuries that pose an immediate life threatening condition
if not treated adequately and expeditiously. The majority of
these injuries result because of structural collapse and
subsequent collapse or impairment of the occupants.

Level 4 Instant death or mortal injured

Table 4. Casualty rates for reinforced concrete moment frame structures (HAZUS99).

Injury severity
Casualty rates for reinforced concrete structures (%)

Slight damage Moderate damage Extensive damage Complete damage

Severity 1 0.05 0.2 1 5∗–50∗∗

Severity 2 0.005 0.02 0.1 1∗–10∗∗

Severity 3 0 0 0.001 0.01∗–2∗∗

Severity 4 0 0 0.001 0.01∗–2∗∗

∗ the smaller values are related to partial collapse of the buildings
∗∗ the larger values are given for total collapse (the pancake type of collapse)

Lagomarsino and Giovinazzi (2006) and Giovinazzi (2005)
have evaluatedβk by using binomial and log-normal distribu-
tions with a 50% probability of occurrence for each damage
state as:

βk = 0.40 lnµ (38)

and by forcing the log-normal fragility curves on beta
fragility curves stated as:

βk = 0.62 lnµ (39)

whereµ is the ductility factor.
The log-normal standard variation given by Eq. (39) is

adopted for the fragility functions of European building tax-
onomy.

2.4.2 Fragility curves

To estimate the performance of a group of buildings of a par-
ticular class under a given ground shaking, the spectral re-
sponse of the building at the performance point for the stan-
dard building of that class, as defined above, is used in con-
junction with a set of fragility curves for that class, which
estimate the probability of any particular building exceeding
each of the damage states after shaking at any given spectral
response level.

The fragility curves represent the probability-based rela-
tion between the expected response and the performance lim-
its in terms of the cumulative density function of the proba-
bility of exceeding the specific damage limit states for a given
peak value of a seismic demand. If structural capacity and
seismic demand are random variables that roughly conform
to either a normal or log-normal distribution, then following
the central limit theorem, it can be shown that the compos-
ite performance outcome will be log-normally distributed.
Therefore, the probabilistic distribution is expressed in the
form of a so-called fragility curve given by a log-normal cu-
mulative probability density function.

The analytical expression of each fragility curve is based
on the assumption that earthquake damage distribution can
be represented by the cumulative standard log-normal distri-
bution function,8, (HAZUS, 1999 and Kircher et al., 1997).
The horizontal axis represents the spectral displacement de-
mand and the vertical axis refers to the cumulative probabil-
ity of structural damage reaching or exceeding the threshold
of a given damage state (Fig. 17).

For the building taxonomies, i.e. model building types
of HAZUS and RISK-UE building typologies, the fragility
curve parameters as described above are provided in the
ELER database.

www.nat-hazards-earth-syst-sci.net/10/2677/2010/ Nat. Hazards Earth Syst. Sci., 10, 2677–2696, 2010
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Table 5. Casualty rates for unreinforced masonry structures (HAZUS99).

Injury Severity
Casualty rates for unreinforced masonry structures (%)

Slight damage Moderate damage Extensive damage Complete damage

Severity 1 0.05 0.4 2 10∗–50∗∗

Severity 2 0.005 0.04 0.2 2∗–10∗∗

Severity 3 0 0 0.002 0.02∗–2∗∗

Severity 4 0 0 0.002 0.02∗–2∗∗

∗ the smaller values are related to partial collapse of the buildings
∗∗ the larger values are given for total collapse (the pancake type of collapse)
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Figure 16. MATLAB solution representation for CM 2 
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Figure 17. Example fragility curves for four damage levels 5 
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Fig. 17. Example fragility curves for four damage levels.

3 Casualty assessment

3.1 Demographic inventory

Grid-based demographic data should be provided for casu-
alty estimations. The required level of sophistication with
respect to levels of analysis is similar to the building inven-
tory. 30 arc s grid based Landscan (http://www.ornl.gov/sci/
landscan/landscan2005/index.html) population data are pro-
vided for Level 0 analysis. The same database is also used
as default for Levels 1 and 2. Additionally the Corine popu-
lation data are provided for countries for which approximate
building inventories based on Corine Land Cover are given
for Level 1 analysis. For both the Level 1 and Level 2 anal-
yses, if the user desires to estimate casualties based on local
data, an additional population field, defining the number of
people residing in the cell should be provided together with
the building inventory data.

3.2 Estimation of casualties

The casualty estimation in Level 2 analysis is based on
HAZUS99 and HAZUS-MH methodology. The output from
the module consists of a casualty breakdown by injury sever-

ity level, defined by a four level injury severity scale (Durkin
et al., 1993; Coburn and Spence, 1992a; Cheu, 1995).

Table 3 defines the injury classification scale used in the
methodology.

The HAZUS casualty rates were obtained by revis-
ing those suggested in ATC-13 (1985) using limited post-
earthquake fatality data. The casualty model itself is,
in fact, based on the models suggested by Coburn and
Spence (1992a, b), Murakami (1992) and Shiono et
al. (1991). However, unlike other approaches, the methodol-
ogy is in event-tree format (Fig. 18) and thus capable of tak-
ing into account non-collapse-related casualties. To estimate
the casualties from structural damage, the model combines a
variety of inputs from other HAZUS modules including the
probability of being in the damage state and the relationship
between the general occupancy classes and the model build-
ing type with specific casualty inputs provided for each dam-
age state (D1-slight, D2 moderate, D3 Extensive, D4 Com-
plete, D5 complete with collapse structural damage) in com-
bination with occupancy data and time event.

The probability of sufferingi-severity (i=1:4) level is cal-
culated by:

pSI =

5∑
k=1

wSI,kpk (40)

wherepsi is the probability for people involved in an earth-
quake to suffer ai-severity (i=1:4)pk, is the probability of a
damageDk,(k=1:5) occurrence andwsi,k is the casualty rate
considered forpk probability.

The expected number of occupants in severity leveli

(ENi) is the product of the number of occupants of the build-
ing at the time of earthquake (Noccupants) and the probabil-
ity of an occupant suffering severity leveli (Psi):

ENi = Noccupants∗Psi (41)

Casualty rates for reinforced concrete and masonry structures
as given in HAZUS99 are tabulated in Tables 4 and 5, respec-
tively.

The methodology used in Level 2 for the estimation of
number of casualties is the same methodology suggested by

Nat. Hazards Earth Syst. Sci., 10, 2677–2696, 2010 www.nat-hazards-earth-syst-sci.net/10/2677/2010/
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Figure 18. Event tree being used for the estimation of casualties (Source: HAZUS-MH). 2 
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Figure 19. Discrete damage probabilities calculated by ELER, SELENA and T. Yang’s study 4 
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Fig. 18. Event tree being used for the estimation of casualties (Source: HAZUS-MH).

Table 6. Casualty rates for Reinforced Concrete Moment Frame Structures (HAZUS-MH).

Injury Severity
Casualty Rates for reinforced concrete structures (%)

Slight damage Moderate damage Extensive damage Complete damage

Severity 1 0.05 0.25 1 5∗–40∗∗

Severity 2 – 0.03 0.1 1∗–20∗∗

Severity 3 – – 0.001 0.01∗–5∗∗

Severity 4 – – 0.001 0.01∗–10∗∗

∗ the smaller values are related to partial collapse of the buildings
∗∗ the larger values are given for total collapse (the pancake type of collapse).

HAZUS (1999). If, in addition to the grid based building
inventory, a grid-based population distribution is defined by
the user, the software computes the number of dwelling units
(using user-defined estimated number of dwellings per build-
ing type) and an average population per dwelling unit for
each cell. Then, casualties for any given building type, build-
ing damage level and injury severity level can be calculated
by the following equation:

Kij = Population per Building∗ Number of Damaged (42)

Building in damage state j∗ Casualty Rate for

severity leveli and damage statej

At present three casualty models are included in ELER.
These are HAZUS (1999), HAZUS-MH and the KO-
ERI casualty model for Turkey developed by Erdik and
Aydınoglu (2002) using the casualty data from 1992 Erz-
incan and 1999 Kocaeli earthquakes. Mainly two building
types are considered in all three models: reinforced concrete
and masonry. The casualty rates given in the three models for
these two building types are presented in Table 4 through Ta-
ble 7. As in Level 1, if a user-defined grid-based population
is not available, the program calculates an average population
per dwelling unit for the whole study area using the default
Landscan population and calculates casualties accordingly.

By changing the population distribution, different casualty
estimates may be obtained for different times of the day, such
as for a night-time or a day-time scenario.

HAZUS-MH introduced some variations in the casualty
rates, especially for the damage states of moderate and com-

plete damage with collapse. Casualty rates for reinforced
concrete and masonry structures as given in HAZUS-MH are
tabulated in Tables 6 and 7, respectively.

4 Validation and Verification (V&V) studies

The analysis methods of the Urban Earthquake Loss Assess-
ment (Level 2) module of ELER software were applied to the
selected building types for validation and verification pur-
poses. The damage estimates were compared to the results
obtained from the other studies available in literature, i.e. SE-
LENA v4.0 (Molina et al., 2008) and ATC-55 (Yang, 2005).
A loss assessment exercise for a scenario earthquake for the
city of Istanbul was conducted and physical and social losses
were estimated. Damage to the urban environment was com-
pared to the results obtained from similar software, i.e. KO-
ERILoss (KOERI, 2002) and DBELA (Crowley et al., 2004).

4.1 Comparisons with the other studies

In order to verify that the methods have been correctly coded
into the programming environment and seamlessly imple-
mented by the software, damage estimation results obtained
from ELER were compared with those of the SELENA soft-
ware and of Yang’s study. SELENA v4.0- Seismic Loss
Estimation Using a Logic Tree Approach (Molina et al.,
2008) provides loss estimations for HAZUS model buildings
by CSM and MADRS-stiffness degrading hysteretic model.
The study by Yang (ATC-55 Project, 2005) computes the

www.nat-hazards-earth-syst-sci.net/10/2677/2010/ Nat. Hazards Earth Syst. Sci., 10, 2677–2696, 2010
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Table 7. Casualty rates for Unreinforced Masonry Structures (HAZUS-MH).

Injury Severity
Casualty Rates for unreinforced masonry structures (%)

Slight damage Moderate damage Extensive damage Complete damage

Severity 1 0.05 0.35 2 10∗–40∗∗

Severity 2 – 0.04 0.2 2∗–20∗∗

Severity 3 – – 0.002 0.02∗–5∗∗

Severity 4 – – 0.002 0.02∗–10∗∗

∗ the smaller values are related with partial collapse of the buildings
∗∗ the larger values are given for total collapse (the pancake type of collapse)
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Figure 18. Event tree being used for the estimation of casualties (Source: HAZUS-MH). 2 
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Figure 19. Discrete damage probabilities calculated by ELER, SELENA and T. Yang’s study 4 

for building C1M (mid-rise, reinforced concrete frame structure with pre-code seismic design 5 

level)  6 

 7 

Fig. 19. Discrete damage probabilities calculated by ELER, SE-
LENA and T. Yang’s study for building C1M (mid-rise, reinforced
concrete frame structure with pre-code seismic design level).
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Figure 20. Discrete damage probabilities calculated by ELER, SELENA and T. Yang’s study 2 

for building C2M (mid-rise, reinforced concrete shear wall structure with pre-code seismic 3 

design level)  4 
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Figure 21. Discrete damage probabilities calculated by ELER, SELENA and T. Yang’s study 6 

for building C3M (mid-rise, masonry infilled reinforced concrete frame structure with pre-7 

code seismic design level)  8 

Fig. 20. Discrete damage probabilities calculated by ELER, SE-
LENA and T. Yang’s study for building C2M (mid-rise, reinforced
concrete shear wall structure with pre-code seismic design level).

performance point for the model building types of HAZUS
by CSM and MADRS-approximate equations. Although
ELER software provides building taxonomies for both Euro-
pean and HAZUS typologies, it was possible to work solely
with HAZUS model building types under two methods.
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Figure 21. Discrete damage probabilities calculated by ELER, SELENA and T. Yang’s study 6 

for building C3M (mid-rise, masonry infilled reinforced concrete frame structure with pre-7 

code seismic design level)  8 

Fig. 21. Discrete damage probabilities calculated by ELER, SE-
LENA and T. Yang’s study for building C3M (mid-rise, masonry
infilled reinforced concrete frame structure with pre-code seismic
design level).
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 2 

Figure 22. Ruptured segments of the Main Marmara Fault considered for the Istanbul scenario 3 

earthquake: "Credible Worst Case", an Mw=7.5 event similar to 1999 Kocaeli Earthquake in 4 

magnitude and in total rupture length. 5 

 6 

Fig. 22. Ruptured segments of the Main Marmara Fault consid-
ered for the Istanbul scenario earthquake: “Credible Worst Case”,
an Mw = 7.5 event similar to 1999 Kocaeli Earthquake in magni-
tude and in total rupture length.

Seismic demand was represented by a specified response
spectrum, e.g. Ss = 0.5 g, S1 = 0.25 g and NEHRP site class
B, based on the IBC 2006 spectral shape. Figures 19, 20 and
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Figure 23. Shaking maps resulting from the Istanbul scenario earthquake: contours of spectral 3 

accelerations, Sa, (%g), Sa @ T=0.2s (upper panel) and Sa @ T=1.0s (lower panel) 4 Fig. 23. Shaking maps resulting from the Istanbul scenario earth-
quake: contours of spectral accelerations,Sa, (%g),Sa @ T =0.2 s
(upper panel) andSa @ T =1.0 s (lower panel).

Table 8. Number of damaged buildings in Istanbul computed by
each method of ELER Level 2 module under theMw = 7.5 scenario
earthquake.

Damage Level CSM MADRS RFM CM

Complete 16 675 14 579 10 562 42 611
Extensive 40 912 37 366 28 781 79 152
Moderate 144 780 141 766 112 297 210 885
Slight 204 796 212 905 189 994 222 887
Non 330 483 331 030 396 012 182 111

21 compare the discrete damage probabilities resulting from
ELER, SELENA and T. Yang for three different HAZUS
model buildings, namely C1-RC frame, C2-RC shear wall
and C3-RC frame with infill walls. It was assumed that all
three types of buildings were mid-rise structures and corre-
sponded to pre-code seismic design level.

As can be observed from Figs. 19, 20 and 21, all three
applications produce highly comparable results.

4.2 Case study: earthquake loss assessment for Istanbul

4.2.1 Shake maps

An Mw = 7.5 event (similar to 1999 Kocaeli Earthquake in
magnitude and in total rupture length) on the Main Marmara
Fault was selected as the “Credible Worst Case” Scenario
event for the city of Istanbul. The input ground motion was
computed by Hazard module based on the ground motion
prediction equation of Boore and Atkinson (2008). The rup-
tured segments of the Main Marmara Fault are illustrated
in Fig. 22 (KOERI, 2002). Figure 23 presents the resulting
shaking maps in terms of spectral accelerations.

4.2.2 Loss estimations

Damage to built environment was assessed using the same
building inventory of the KOERI (2002) study. There were
737 646 buildings distributed throughout 0.005◦

× 0.005◦

geo-cells. Classification of the building stock was based
on construction type, building height, and construction year.
The inventory data were created using the Building Database
Creator tool of ELER which allows the introduction of cus-
tom building capacity and fragility curves. In order to val-
idate the applicability of the Level 2 module in an urban
environment, the building damage probabilities were calcu-
lated by CSM, MADRS, RFM and CM. The results are pre-
sented in Table 8. Spatial distributions of damaged buildings
at each discrete damage state, namely slight, moderate, ex-
tensive and complete, are given in Fig. 24.

Assessment of casualties was based on the KOERI and
HAZUS-MH models. The spatial distributions of casual-
ties in Severity Levels 3 and 4 which are injuries that pose
an immediate life threatening condition if not treated ade-
quately and expeditiously or mortally injured and instanta-
neously killed people are presented in Fig. 25. The KOERI
and HAZUS-MH casualty models produce very different re-
sults, where the number of casualties by KOERI model were
estimated at 21 788 and HAZUS-MH model came up with a
number of 3483. This might be due to the fact that KOERI
casualty model was developed for Turkey using the damage
and casualty data from past earthquakes. It should be noted,
at this point, that the user might need to cautiously check the
casualty results assessed using default models provided by
the software and might prefer working with their own casu-
alty model based on the local past earthquake data, if such is
available.

4.2.3 Comparison with the other software

A comparative damage estimation exercise under the cred-
ible worst case scenario earthquake was also conducted
for the Istanbul building inventory. The number of dam-
aged buildings was estimated by three different software
packages: ELER, KOERILoss (KOERI, 2002) and DBELA

www.nat-hazards-earth-syst-sci.net/10/2677/2010/ Nat. Hazards Earth Syst. Sci., 10, 2677–2696, 2010
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 1 

Figure 24. Distribution of the slightly damaged buildings in Istanbul under the Mw=7.5 2 

scenario earthquake 3 

 4 

Figure 25. Distribution of the moderately damaged buildings in Istanbul under the Mw=7.5 5 

scenario earthquake 6 
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Figure 24. Distribution of the slightly damaged buildings in Istanbul under the Mw=7.5 2 

scenario earthquake 3 

 4 

Figure 25. Distribution of the moderately damaged buildings in Istanbul under the Mw=7.5 5 

scenario earthquake 6 
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Figure 26. Distribution of the extensively damaged buildings in Istanbul under the Mw=7.5 2 

scenario earthquake 3 

 4 

Figure 27. Distribution of the completely damaged buildings in Istanbul under the Mw=7.5 5 

scenario earthquake 6 
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Figure 26. Distribution of the extensively damaged buildings in Istanbul under the Mw=7.5 2 

scenario earthquake 3 

 4 

Figure 27. Distribution of the completely damaged buildings in Istanbul under the Mw=7.5 5 

scenario earthquake 6 Fig. 24. Distribution of damaged buildings in Istanbul under theMw = 7.5 scenario earthquake. Upper panel: slight (left) and moderate
damage states, lower panel: extensive (left) and complete damage states.
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Figure 28. Distribution of casualties in Istanbul under the Mw=7.5 scenario earthquake: people 3 

in Severity Level 3 and 4 computed by HAZUS MH model (upper panel) and by KOERI 4 

model (lower panel) 5 

Fig. 25. Distribution of casualties in Istanbul under theMw = 7.5
scenario earthquake: people in Severity Level 3 and 4 computed
by HAZUS MH model (upper panel) and by KOERI model (lower
panel).

(Crowley et al., 2004). The input ground motion was com-
puted as the average of those resulting from the Boore et
al. (1997) and Sadigh et al. (1997) ground motion prediction
equations. The KOERILoss software follows the displace-
ment coefficient method of FEMA 356 (2000) for the cal-
culation of the performance point and the resulting damage
estimates. The DBELA software uses mechanically derived
formulae to describe the displacement capacity of classes of
buildings (grouped by structural type and failure mechanism)
at three limit states. The ELER results were obtained by the
Coefficient Method.

The number of damaged buildings is presented in Fig. 26.
All three software packages produce highly comparable re-
sults, since the methods applied to obtain the performance
point are similar and the ground-motion and building-stock
data used are identical. It should be noted that the aim of this
comparative damage estimation exercise is to validate appli-
cability of the Level 2 module in an urban loss assessment
study. It is shown that the Level 2 module of ELER produces
results consistent with previous assessments of the seismic
risk in Istanbul.

5 Conclusions

The potential impact of large earthquakes on urban soci-
eties can be reduced by correct and timely action after a dis-
astrous earthquake. The urban earthquake loss assessment
module of the ELER (Earthquake Loss Estimation Routine)
software, which essentially aims at near real-time assessment

Nat. Hazards Earth Syst. Sci., 10, 2677–2696, 2010 www.nat-hazards-earth-syst-sci.net/10/2677/2010/
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Figure 29. Comparison of the number of damaged buildings in Istanbul under the Mw=7.5 2 

scenario earthquake: calculated by three different software packages, KOERILoss, DBELA 3 

and ELER (KOERILoss results taken from KOERI study (2002) and DBELA results taken 4 

from Strasser et al., 2007). 5 

 6 

Fig. 26. Comparison of the number of damaged buildings in Istan-
bul under theMw = 7.5 scenario earthquake: calculated by three
different software packages, KOERILoss, DBELA and ELER (KO-
ERILoss results taken from KOERI study (2002) and DBELA re-
sults taken from Strasser et al., 2008).

of consequences of an earthquake (building damage, conse-
quential human casualties and macro-economic loss quanti-
fiers) in an urban area, is presented. The ultimate goal is
the rapid estimation of losses for effective emergency re-
sponse and public information after potentially damaging
earthquakes. Although primarily intended for quasi real-
time estimation of earthquake shaking and losses, the rou-
tine is also equally capable of incorporating scenario-based
earthquake loss assessments and can be utilized for related
Monte Carlo type simulations and earthquake insurance ap-
plications.
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